Fabrication of an atomic resolution low cost STM-SNOM hybrid probe.
We derived a simple method to fabricate STM-SNOM hybrid probes obtained from commercial cheap communication optical fibers. The tips are fabricated by a methodology that combines two well-known techniques: the selective attack by a buffered solution and the protected layer chemical etching, in a single new one-step technique. The tailored probes are then sputtered by metal and mounted on a STM setup. The usual difficulties of integrating the optical fiber in the STM head are solved originally with a particular home made mount described in details. We will show that the resulting probes reach atomic resolution on both vertical and horizontal scale, and that the optical imaging is free of artifacts and satisfactory with a lateral resolution in the order of lamda/20, as far as we know the finest resolution obtained with a system based on a hybrid fiber probe. We believe that our methodology is very interesting for its simplicity of realization and for the good resolving power in both SNOM and STM modes.